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Details of Visit:

Author: skylark
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 18 Sep 2010 14:00
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Venus
Phone: 07833145735

The Premises:

nice private house in a safe area near Morriston Cross/traffic lights.

The Lady:

Absolutely gorgeous young sexy lady. Long curly brown hair, fit tanned body and the unmistakable
scent of a woman.

The Story:

I had seen her details searching the net for escorts in Cardiff when I hit upon this site which also
had a Swansea address. The Swansea scene is not good but as I hadn't heard of the place I
wanted to find out more and possibly save a 2 hour round trip east.

Viktoria's pics were so stunning I smelled a bit of a rat - she was classic bait. Anyway I gave a ring
and spoke direct with Viktoria and arranged for a meet in an hour. She answered the door and
WOW! The pics were genuine alright! Absolutely gorgeous brunette, size 8, small but nice tits, great
little ass and she said I could see her mate if I wasn't satisfied with her, I had a boner FFS. (Her
mate was an equally stunning blonde Sophie.) Both girls were Polish but the spoke English and
their accents only added to their allure.

Vik took me to the room and left me to prepare for too long if I'm honest as I started to wonder if I
had been "done". However, I was wrong as she returned and stripped offer her bikini outfit. She
started a bit of a mechanical massage and sadly kept contact to a minimum, would not kiss or let
me touch her intimately - a bit of a disappointment as FK, anal play and body to body were on her
"enjoy list".

I wasn't going to let my chance of a fucking a stunner pass and so just made the most of her hands
& oral as she pulled and sucked (covered) on the old fella. I asked her to ride me which was about
the only thing she said yes to and I enjoyed watching every thrust and jig of her gorgeous body as
my cock climbed into her pussy over and over until the inevitable explosion of hot sticky cum filled
the rubber.

Needless to say she didn't stay around too long afterwards and I gathered my things and got
dressed.
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Not my best punt but still enjoyable.
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